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EFFICIENCY STATEMENT
This product is efficiency rated according to NSF/ANSI 44. The stated efficiencies are valid
only at the specified salt dosages and maximum service flow rate.

PERFORMANCE DATA SHEET
Model Number

485HE-75C
3

485HE-100C
3

Qty High Capacity Resin
0.75 ft
1.0 ft
Rated Service Flow (gpm)
7.5
12.1
Pressure Drop at Rated Service Flow (psi)
7.0
15.0
Rated Softening Capacity (grains)
9,609 @ 2.25lbs 13,269 @ 3lbs
Efficiency (grains/lb salt)
4,271
4,543
Max. Flow Rate to Drain (gpm)
2.0
2.4
Working Pressure
Operating Temperature

485HE-75
3

485HE-100
3

485HE-150
3

0.75 ft
1.0 ft
1.5 ft
2.0 ft3
7.5
11.0
11.2
12.4
9.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
10,222 @3lbs 13,269 @ 3lbs 20,443 @4.5lbs 27,258 @6l
4,543
4,543
4,543
4,543
1.5
2.0
2.4
3.5
Min. 20 - Max. 125 psi
Min 39 - Max. 100 degrees Fahrenheit

These softeners conform to NSF/ANSI 44 for the specific performance claims as verified
and substantiated by test data. These models are efficiency rated. The efficiency rating is
valid only at the stated salt dose and maximum service flow rate. They have a demand initiated regeneration (D.I.R.) feature that complies with specific performance specifications intended to minimize the amount of regenerant brine and water used in their operation. These
softeners have a rated softener efficiency of not less than 3350 grains of total hardness exchange per pound of salt (based on sodium chloride) and shall not deliver more salt than
their listed ratings. The rated salt efficiency is measured by laboratory tests described in
NSF/ANSI Standard 44. These tests represent the maximum possible efficiency that the
systems can achieve. Operational efficiency is the actual efficiency after the system has
been installed. It is typically less than the efficiency due to individual application factors including water hardness, water usage, and other contaminants that reduce the softener’s capacity. These systems are not intended for use with water that is microbiologically unsafe or
of unknown quality without adequate disinfection before or after the system. For best results, use extra course grade or crystal 99.5% pure solar salt. Refer to Installation/operation
manual and warranty for further details on installation, parts and service, maintenance and
further restrictions or limitations to the use of the product.

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com

485HE-200
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Unpacking / Inspection
Be sure to check the entire softener for any shipping damage or parts loss. Also note damage to the shipping cartons. Contact US Water Systems at 1-800-608-8792 to report any
shipping damage within 24 hours of delivery. Claims made after 24 hours may not be honored.
Small parts, needed to install the softener, are in a parts bag. To avoid loss of the small
parts, keep them in the parts bag until you are ready to use them.

Safety Guide
For your safety, the information in this manual must be followed to minimize the risk of electric shock, property damage or personal injury.









Check and comply with your provincial /
Crystal salts are recommended. Do not
state and local codes. You must follow
use rock, block, granulated or ice cream
these guidelines.
making salts. They contain contaminants
Use care when handling the water softenthat could cause maintenance problems.
ing system. Do not turn upside down, drop,  Keep the salt lid in place on the softener
drag or set on sharp protrusions.
unless servicing the unit or refilling with
The water softening system works on 12
salt.
volt-60 Hz electrical power only. Be sure to  WARNING: This system is not intenduse only the included transformer.
ed for treating water that is microbiologiTransformer must be plugged into an incally unsafe or of unknown quality without
door 120 volt, grounded outlet only.
adequate disinfection before or after the
Use clean water softening salts only, at
system. Contact US Water Systems for
least 99.5% pure. Extra Course Grade or
disinfection treatment equipment.
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Proper Installation
This water softening system must be properly installed and located in accordance with the
Installation Instructions before it is used or the warranty will be void.









Do not install or store where it will be
 Softener resins may degrade in the presexposed to temperatures below freezing or
ence of chlorine or chloramines above 2
exposed to any type of weather. Water
ppm. If you have chlorine or chloramines
freezing in the system will break it. Do not
in excess of this amount, you may experiattempt to treat water over 100°F.
ence reduced life of the resin. In these
Do not install in direct sunlight. Excesconditions, you may wish to consider pursive sun or heat may cause distortion or
chasing a whole house carbon filter softenother damage to non-metallic parts.
er system with a chlorine reducing media.
Properly ground to conform with all govContact US Water Systems for Chlorine
erning codes and ordinances.
and Chloramine removal equipment.
Use only lead-free solder and flux for all
 WARNING: Discard all unused parts
sweat-solder connections, as required by
and packaging material after installation.
state and federal codes.
Small parts remaining after the installation
Maximum allowable inlet water pressure is
could be a choke hazard.
125 psi. If daytime pressure is over 80 psi,
night time pressure may exceed the maximum. Use a pressure reducing valve to
reduce the pressure.

Before Starting Installation
Tools, Pipe, and Fittings, Other Materials
Channel Locks
Screwdriver
Teflon tape
Razor knife
Two adjustable wrenches
Additional tools may be required if modification to home plumbing is required.
 Plastic inlet and outlet fittings are included
with the softener. To maintain full valve
flow, 1” pipes to and from the softener fittings are recommended. You should maintain the same, or larger, pipe size as the
water supply pipe, up to the softener inlet
and outlet.
 Use copper, brass, or PEX pipe and fittings.







Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com









Some codes may also allow PVC plastic
pipe.
ALWAYS install the included bypass valve,
or 3 shut-off valves. Bypass valves let you
turn off water to the softener for repairs if
needed, but still have water in the house
pipes.
5/8” OD drain line is needed for the valve
drain.
A length of 5/8” OD drain line tubing is
needed for the brine tank over flow fitting
(optional).
Extra Course Grade or Crystal water softener salt is needed to fill the cabinet or
brine tank.

Give us a call at: 1-800-608-8792
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Drain

110V
Outlet

System Overview.
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System Dimensions
Model

Tank Size

A

B

C

FNLT-100

9” X 48”

54.375”

50.875”

9”

FNLT-150

10” X 54”

60.375”

57”

10”

FNLT-200

12” X 52”

58.625”

55.25”

12”

FNLT-250

13” X 54”

61.25”

57.625”

13”

FNLT-300

14” X 65”

72.25”

68.625”

14”

Overall
System
Height
Inlet-Outlet
Connection
Height

17”

A

15”

B
Tank
Diameter
C
34.65

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com

FRONT

34.65

SIDE
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Specifications





Continuous operation at flow rates greater than the service flow rate may affect capacity and efficiency performance.
The manufacturer reserves the right to make product improvements which may deviate from the specifications and
descriptions stated herein, without obligation to change previously manufactured products or to note the change.
The above capacity and flow rate specifications have not been validated by WQA.
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How the Water Conditioner Works
The principle behind water softening is simple chemistry. A water softener contains resin
beads which hold electrically charged ions. When hard water passes through the softener,
calcium and magnesium ions are attracted to the charged resin beads. The result is removal of calcium and magnesium ions which produces soft water.
This system is controlled with simple, user-friendly electronics displayed on a LCD screen.
The main page displays the current time and the remaining gallons in meter mode or the remaining days in calendar clock mode. The system will also scroll through other pertinent
information.

Where To Install The Softener










Place the softener as close as possible to
the pressure tank (well system) or water
meter (city water).
Place the softener as close as possible to
a floor drain, or other acceptable drain
point (laundry tub, sump, standpipe, etc.).
Connect the softener to the main water
supply pipe BEFORE the water heater.
DO NOT RUN HOT WATER THROUGH
THE SOFTENER. Temperature of water
passing through the softener must be less
than 100 deg. F.
Outside faucets and irrigation systems
should be supplied with hard water prior to
the water softener.
Do not install the softener in a place where
it could freeze. Damage caused by freezing is not covered by the warranty.

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com

Put the softener in a place water damage
is least likely to occur if a leak develops.
The manufacturer will not repair or pay for
water damage.
 A 120 volt electric outlet is needed within 6
feet of the softener. The transformer has
an attached 6 foot power cable. Be sure
the electric outlet and transformer are
in an inside location, to protect from
wet weather.
 If installing in an outside location, you must
take the steps necessary to assure the softener, installation plumbing, wiring, etc. are
protected from the elements and contamination sources.
 Keep the softener out of direct sunlight.
The sun’s heat may soften and distort
plastic parts.


Give us a call at: 1-800-608-8792
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Softener Preparation
Fusion NLT Tank Preparation
WATER PRESSURE: A minimum of 20 pounds of water pressure is required for regeneration valve to operate effectively.
ELECTRICAL FACILITIES: An uninterrupted alternating current (A/C) supply is required. Note: Other voltages are available. Please make sure your voltage supply is compatible with your unit before installation.
EXISTING PLUMBING: Condition of existing plumbing should be free from lime and
iron buildup. Piping that is built up heavily with lime and/or iron should be replaced.
LOCATION OF FUSION NLT TANK AND DRAIN: The Fusion NLT tank should be located close to a drain to prevent air breaks and back flow.
CAUTION: Water pressure is not to exceed 80 psi, water temperature is not to exceed 110°F (43°C), and the unit cannot be subjected to freezing conditions.

Resin Installation
1.
2.

Remove the tank from carton.
Verify the riser tube is centered in the bottom center of the tank. A flashlight may be
necessary. There is an indentation in the bottom of the tank that will center the
tube. The tube should be flush with the top of the tank when it is installed correctly.
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Softener Preparation
3.

Place a piece of duct tape over the riser tube so no media enters the riser while filling.

4.

Use the Blue Funnel provided, to pour the media into the tank. Pour it evenly around
the hole to ensure it is well distributed in the tank and pour slow enough, to keep from
plugging the hole. A helper may be needed to hold the funnel during the filling process. It is recommended that a dust mask and safety goggles be worn to prevent possible injury.

5.

When media is installed move tank side to side to settle the media. Remove the funnel and tape from the distributor tube.

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com
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Softener Preparation
6.

Lubricate the distributor O-ring and the outer tank O-ring.

7.

Install the upper basket on the bottom of the valve by lining up the tabs then turning
the basket clockwise to lock it in place. Place the upper basket over the distributor
tube and push the valve on the tank. Thread the valve on the tank by turning it clockwise. Be sure not to cross-thread the valve on the tank.

8.

Tighten the valve hand tight, then snug it further by tapping it with the palm of the
hand. DO NOT use tools to tighten the valve or damage could occur.
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Installation Instructions
1.

If your hot water tank is electric, turn off the power to it to avoid damage to the element
in the tank.
2.
If you have a private well, turn the power off to the pump and then shut off the main
water shut off valve. If you have municipal water, simply shut off the main valve. Go to
the faucet, (preferably on the lowest floor of the house) turn on the cold water until all
pressure is relieved and the flow of water stops.
3.
Locate the softener tank and brine tank close to a drain where the system will be installed. The surface should be clean and level.
NOTE: ON COPPER PLUMBING SYSTEMS BE SURE TO INSTALL A GROUNDING
WIRE BETWEEN THE INLET AND OUTLET PIPING TO MAINTAIN GROUNDING.
Any solder joints being soldered near the valve must be done before connecting any piping
to the valve. Always leave at least 6" (152 mm) between the control valve and joints being
soldered when soldering pipes that are connected to the valve. Failure to do this could
cause damage to the valve.
The Fusion NLT is equipped with 1” removable connectors. It is recommended that these
connectors are installed in the plumbing fitting using Teflon tape then lubricate the o-ring on
the connector remove the red clips and push them into the bypass valve once they are tight
in the plumbing fitting. The red clips can then be re-installed to secure the connectors in the
bypass valve.
The inlet and outlet can be identified on the bypass valve. There are arrows stamped in the
bypass valve showing flow (See page 19 diagram). The arrow pointing toward the valve is
the inlet and the arrow pointing away from the valve is the outlet.
NOTE: All piping should be secured to prevent stress on the bypass valve and connectors.

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com
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Installation Instructions
5. Connect the drain hose to the valve and secure it with a hose clamp. Run the drain
hose to the nearest laundry tub or floor drain. This can be ran up overhead or down
along the floor. Drain hose should be a minimum of 1/2”. If running the drain line more
than 20 ft overhead, it is recommended to increase the hose size to 3/4”. A DIRECT
CONNECTION INTO A WASTE DRAIN IS NOT RECOMMENDED. A PHYSICAL AIR
GAP OF AT LEAST 1.5” SHOULD BE USED TO AVOID BACTERIA AND
WASTEWATER TRAVELLING BACK THROUGH THE DRAIN LINE INTO THE SOFTENER.
Hose barb fitting for drain line.
Be sure to use a hose clamp to
secure the line.

NOTE: Be sure to secure the drain line. The softener will drain with force and it
should be secured to prevent a leak. Hose clamps should be used to secure the drain line at the connection points.
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Installation Instructions
6. Connect the brine line to the control valve by removing the nut on the brine elbow on
the control valve and sliding it on the brine line. There is a brass stiffener pre-installed in
the line.

Push the brine line in the elbow fitting on the control valve until it stops. Then push the nut
down on the fitting and tighten it hand tight. Use channel locks to tighten the nut an additional 1/2 turn.

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com
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Installation Instructions
Now connect the brine line to the brine tank safety float assembly. Remove the brine tank
lid and the brine well cap. There is a red clip on the cap that will be used to hold the brine
line in place. Remove it and the tape holding it and put it to the side. Then push the brine
line through the brine tank and brine well.

Push the brine line in brine safety valve. Make sure it is completely pushed in. Then install
the red locking clip around the brine fitting between the gray collar and the brine elbow.

Install the white cap on the tube.
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Installation Instructions
7. Using the Allen Key (included), place the unit in the bypass position (See page 19 for bypass valve handle placement. Slowly turn on the main water supply. At the nearest cold
treated water tap nearby remove the faucet screen, open the faucet and let water run a few
minutes or until the system is free of any air or foreign material resulting from the plumbing
work.
8. Make sure there are no leaks in the plumbing system before proceeding. Close the water
tap when water runs clean.
9. Open the brine tank lid and add 5 gallons of water to the brine tank. Add a minimum of
80lbs of salt to the brine tank.
10. Proceed to start up instructions.
Note: The unit is not ready for service until you complete the start-up instructions.

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com
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Installation Overview
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System Start-Up
Key Pad Configuration
SETTINGS This function is to enter the basic set up
information required at the time of installation.
MANUAL
This function is to initiate an immediate or
REGEN
delayed manual regeneration.
DOWN / UP Increase or decrease the value of the settings while in the programming mode.

Manual Regeneration (Step / Cycle Valve)
DELAYED REGENERATION
Press and release the MANUAL REGEN.
Button to set a delayed regeneration that will
occur at the regeneration time. The main display page will show DELAYED REGEN ON.
To cancel press and release the MANUAL
REGEN. Button. The main display page will
show DELAYED REGEN OFF.

IMMEDIATE REGENERATION
To start an immediate regeneration (or step
valve through each position), press and hold
the MANUAL REGEN. Button for 3 seconds
(until beeps). The valve will start an immediate regeneration. Press any key to skip to
the next cycle.

Start-up Instructions
1. Plug the power transformer into an approved power source. Connect the power
cord to the valve.
2. When power is supplied to the control, the
screen will display service position parameters. If screen is locked, the screen will
display “PRESS SETTINGS 3S TO UNLOCK”. Follow the instructions and press
SETTINGS for 3 seconds to unlock. Press
and hold the “Manual” regen button. The
valve will display “Advancing to Brine”.
Once the valve stops moving the valve will
display “Brine” and will show a time value
that is counting down.
3. Manually step the valve past the BRINE
position to the BACKWASH position.
Press any key to skip the BRINE cycle and
move to the Backwash cycle..
4. Once in the BACKWASH cycle with a time
value counting down, open the inlet on the
bypass valve slowly and allow water to enter the unit. Allow all air to escape from the
unit before turning the bypass fully open.
Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com

Then allow water to run to drain for 3-4
minutes or until all media fines are washed
out of the softener indicated by clear water
in the drain hose.
5. When the backwash cycle is complete, the
valve will advance to the RINSE position.
Continue to let the softener rinse. Check
the drain line flow. Allow the water to run
for the entire rinse cycle.
6. When the rinse cycle is complete, the
valve will advance to the REFILL position.
Check that the valve is filling water into the
brine tank. Allow the valve to refill for the
full amount of time as displayed on the
screen to insure a proper brine solution for
the next regeneration.
7. The valve will automatically advance to the
SERVICE position. Open the outlet valve
on the bypass, then open the nearest
treated water faucet and allow the water to
run until clear, close the tap and replace
the faucet screen.
8. Program unit.
Give us a call at: 1-800-608-8792
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Programming Instructions
NOTE: The factory setting for “WATER TYPE” is “WELL / OTHER”. Do not adjust this
setting until after start-up is complete. If the setting is changed to
“MUNICIPAL” before start-up, the back wash cycle will be skipped.
Settings
Press SETINGS key (3 SECONDS / BEEP)
VALVE MODE
SOFTENER UF
TIME OF DAY
12:01 PM
YEAR
2012
MONTH
AUGUST
DAY
21
SET HARDNESS
20 GRAINS
SET PEOPLE
4
SALT SETTING
HIGH EFFICIENCY
STANDARD
IRON & MN
WATER TYPE
MUNICIPAL
WELL / OTHER
REGEN TIME
2:00 AM

PROGRAMMING
COMPLETE

NAME

STAR
PLUMBING

PHONE

TEL (552)
764-1234

CHANGE SETTINGS
To change settings press the
SETTINGS key for 3 seconds.
The first screen to be displayed
will be the TIME OF DAY. To adjust the HOUR values, use the
UP or DOWN key. To advance to
the MINUTE values, press the
SETTINGS key again. After adjusting each value using the UP
or DOWN keys, continue advancing to the next value or screen by
pressing the SETTINGS key.

tem will regenerate a little more
often but your salt usage can be
reduced by 20% compared to the
STANDARD setting.
Choose STANDARD when you
need to maximize your capacity
but still operate the system with
good efficiency.
Choose IRON & MN if you have
problem water containing these
minerals. The high salt setting
will be needed since these minerals are more difficult to clean out
of the resin bed. Note: A resin
cleaner will also need to periodically added to the brine tank to
insure proper operation.

TIME OF DAY, YEAR, MONTH,
DAY,
Time of day is for normal operation of system and the scheduling
of the regeneration time. The
date is used in a diagnostic function to track the last time the sys- WATER TYPE
tem regenerated.
This setting will determine if the
BACKWASH OVERIDE function
SET HARDNESS
will be on or off. Select MUNICIThis value is the maximum com- PAL if the water source is clean
pensated water hardness in (<1NTU turbidity) and the system
grains per gallon of the raw water will skip the back wash cycle
supply. It is used to calculate the based on the setting in BACKsystem capacity. If Ferrous Iron WASH OVERIDE.
is present add 4 gpg for every 1
ppm of Ferrous Iron.
Select WELL / OTHER if any Iron
or Manganese is present or if the
SET PEOPLE
water source is not clean (<
This value is the number of peo- 1NUT turbidity). The system will
ple living in the home. It is used back wash every time.
to calculate the amount of water
needed for daily use and the re- REGEN TIME
serve capacity of the system.
This setting determines the time
of day to perform a scheduled
SALT SETTING
regeneration.
Choose HIGH EFFICIENCY to
minimize salt usage. Your sys-
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About The System
Operation During A Power Failure
In the event of a power failure, the valve will keep track of the time and day for 48 hours.
The programmed settings are stored in a non-volatile memory and will not be lost during a
power failure. If power fails while the unit is in regeneration, the valve will finish regeneration from the point it is at once power is restored. If the valve misses a scheduled regeneration due to a power failure, it will queue a regeneration at the next regeneration time once
power is restored.

Safety Float
The brine tank is equipped with a safety float which prevents your brine tank from overfilling
as a result of a malfunction such as a power failure.

Main Display
The main display will pause on the Date and Time page for 5 seconds. Then it will continually scroll through all
of the system diagnostic display pages. To manually scroll through the diagnostics, press the down or up key.
To reset the TOTAL REGENS, TOTAL GALLONS OVER RUN TOTAL, or PEAK flow rates, press and hold the
MANUAL REGEN key until the value changes to zero.

Diagnostic Display
PARAMETER
JULY/17/2012
8:30 PM
TOTAL 1,500 GAL
REMAIN 1,200 GAL
PEOPLE 2
RESERVE 150 GAL
EST. DAYS TO NEXT
REGEN 06 DAYS
LAST REGEN
9/24/12
TOTAL REGENS
10
TOTAL GALLONS
001590 GAL
OVER RUN TOTAL
0500 GAL
CURRENT 1.5 GPM
PEAK 6.5 GPM
DELAYED REGEN
OFF
REGEN TIME
2:00 AM
REFILL TIME
3:00 MIN
VALVE MODE
SOFTENER UF
TOTAL 4 DAYS
REMAIN 3 DAYS

DESCRIPTION
Month, Day, Year, Time
The total amount is the system capacity when fully regenerated. The remaining is the
capacity left in the system.
Number of people in the household and the calculated reserve capacity. When remaining
reaches reserve capacity a regeneration will be scheduled.
The estimated number of days until the next regeneration will occur.
The date of the last regeneration.
The total number of regenerations.
The total amount of gallons treated by the system.
The total amount of water that has exceeded the system capacity over the last 4
regenerations. When remaining goes to zero, the gallons used will be added to over run total.
The current flow rate and the peak flow rate since the last regeneration.
Advises whether a delayed regeneration has been scheduled manually or automatically.
The current setting for regeneration time.
The current calculated refill time. (Note: The refill time shown will be reduced by the pre-fill
%. i.e. If pre-fill % is 70%, then displayed refill time will be 70% of the full target.)
The current setting of the valve mode.
The number of days remaining before regeneration. This option is only in filter mode.

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com
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New Sounds
You may notice new sounds as your water softener operates. The regeneration cycle lasts
up to 180 minutes. During this time, you may hear water running intermittently to the drain.

Precision Brining Regeneration Process
When the system capacity is near exhausted, a regeneration is necessary to restore the
system to full capacity. The table below explains the regeneration steps.
Step
#1

#2

Name
Brine Making

Description
A precise calculated amount of fresh water is added to the brine tank to
make enough brine to regenerate only the exhausted portion of the ion
exchange resin. Note: 70% of the required fresh water is added in Step
#5 in the previous regeneration. The default brine making time is 30
The brine solution is introduced slowly to the bottom of the tank flowing
up through the ion exchange resin pushing the hardness out to drain and
restoring system capacity.

Brine

#3

Back Wash

#4

Rinse

#5

Refill

Fresh water is introduced to the bottom of the tank flowing upwards expanding the ion exchange resin to rinse out any dirt or small particles to
the drain and to un-compact the bed to restore full service flow rates.
Fresh water is introduced from the top of the tank down flowing down
through the ion exchange resin rinsing any excess brine solution out to
the drain.
A fixed amount of soft water is added to the salt tank to prepare and insure fully saturated brine for the next regeneration. Note: Step #1 will
"top off" the amount of water needed based on the percentage of exhausted resin to be regenerated.

Automatic Hard Water Bypass During Regeneration
The regeneration cycle can last 30 to 180 minutes, after which soft water service will be restored. During regeneration, hard water is automatically bypassed for use in the household.
Hot water should be used as little as possible during this time to prevent hard water from filling the water heater. This is why automatic regeneration is set for sometime during the night
and manual regenerations should be performed when little or no water will be used in the
household. Normal regeneration time is 2:00 AM.

System Configuration
FUSION NLT UPFLOW System Configuration
Tank Size
Brine Line Flow Drain Line Flow
Injector Set
(Diameter)
Control (BLFC) Control (DLFC)
8"
#1 (1.5 GPM)
#0000
9"
#2 (2.0 GPM)
Black
0.20 GPM
10"
#3 (2.4 GPM)
12"
#00 Purple
#5 (3.5 GPM)
13"
#0 Red
#6 (4.0 GPM)
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Manual Bypass
In the case of emergency, such as an overflowing brine tank, you can isolate your water softener from the water supply using the bypass valve located at the back of the control. In normal operation the bypass is open with the on/off knobs in line with the inlet and outlet pipes.
To isolate the softener, simply rotate the knobs clockwise (as indicated by the word BYPASS and arrow) until they lock. You can use your water related fixtures and appliances as
the water supply is bypassing the softener. However, the water you use will be hard. To resume soft water service, open bypass valve by rotating the knobs counterclockwise.

Maintenance
Adding Salt
Use only Extra Course Grade or Crystal water softener salt. Check the salt level monthly. It
is important to maintain the salt level above the water level. To add salt, simply lift the salt
lid and add the salt directly into the brine tank. Be sure the brine well cover is on and fill only
to the height of the brine well.

Salt Bridging
Humidity or wrong type of salt may create a cavity between the water and the salt. This action, known as “bridging”, prevents the brine solution from being made, leading to your water
supply being hard.
If you suspect salt bridging, carefully pound on the outside of the brine tank or pour some
warm water over the salt to break up the bridge. This should always be followed up by allowing the unit to use up any remaining salt and then thoroughly cleaning out the brine tank.
Allow two hours to produce a brine solution, then manually regenerate the softener.
Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com
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Cleaning or Replacing Injectors
Sediment, salt and silt will restrict or clog the injector. A clean water supply and pure salt
will prevent this from happening.
The injector assembly is located on the right side of the control valve. This assembly is easy
to clean.

TIP: There are marks on the
injector holder that must be
lined up to the marks on the
valve to fully insert the holder
into the hole in the valve body

TIP: Place the o-rings
A25 and A26 onto the
valve before installing
A33.

1. Shut off the water supply to your softener and reduce the pressure by opening a cold soft
water faucet.
2. Using a screwdriver, remove the four screws holding the injector cover to the control
valve body.
3. Carefully remove the assembly and disassemble as shown in above figure.
4. The injector orifice is removed from the valve body by carefully turning it out with a large
screwdriver. Remove the injector throat the same way.
5. Carefully flush all parts including the screen. Use a mild acid such as vinegar or Pro-Rust
Out to clean the small holes in the orifice and throat.
6. Reassemble using the reverse procedure.
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Replacing Brine Line Flow Control
TIP: Markings on the
BLFC washer should face
the direction as shown
here.

1. Remove the red clip that secures the brine elbow.
2. Remove the BLFC holder from the elbow fitting.
3. Split the BLFC holder apart and remove the flow washer.
4. Reassemble using the reverse procedure.

Replacing Drain Line Flow Control

1. Remove the red clip that secures the drain line elbow.
2. Remove the BLFC washer from the elbow fitting.
3. Reassemble using the reverse procedure.
Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com

Give us a call at: 1-800-608-8792
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Sanitizing Procedure
Care is taken at the factory to keep your water softener clean and sanitary. Materials used to
make the softener will not infect or contaminate your water supply, and will not cause bacteria to form or grow. However, during shipping, storage, installing and operating, bacteria
could get into the softener. For this reason, sanitizing as follows is suggested when installing.
Sani-System Liquid Sanitizer Concentrate

Item# 710-SS—Softener Sanitizer 0.25 fl.oz. Be sure to complete all installation steps, including programming.
1. For effective and complete sanitization, Sani-System Liquid Sanitizer Concentrate is recommended. Pour one 0.25 fl. Oz. package into the brine well located in the cabinet or
brine tank.
2. Start an immediate regeneration. (See page 11)
3. The Softener Sanitizer Solution is drawn into and through the water softener to sanitize it.
This sanitizing regeneration is over in about two hours. Then, soft water is available for
your use.
NOTE: Sanitizing is recommended by the Water Quality Association for disinfecting. On
some water supplies, they suggest periodic sanitizing.
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Main Repair Parts

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com

Give us a call at: 1-800-608-8792
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Control Valve Exploded View

VALVE REPAIR PARTS LIST
Replacement
Part Number

Part Description

Replacement
Part Number

Part Description

60010127
60010126
60010035
60010034
60010033
60010032
60010031
60010128
60010110
60010082

INJECTOR SET #0000 BLACK
INJECTTOR SET #000 GREY
INJECTOR SET #00 VIOLET
INJECTOR SET #0 RED
INJECTOR SET #1 WHITE
INJECTOR SET #2 BLUE
INJECTOR SET #3 YELLOW
BLFC 0.2 GPM
BLFC 0.3 GPM
BLFC 0.7 GPM

60010129
60010171
60010130
60010131
60010132
60010133
60010135
60010136
60010137
60010138

UPFLOW PISTON ASSEMBLY
DOWNFLOW PISTON ASSEMBLY
SEAL & SPACER KIT
DLFC #1 1.5 GPM
DLFC #2 2.0 GPM
DLFC #3 2.4 GPM
DLFC #5 3.5 GPM
DLFC #A 5.0 GPM
DLFC #B 7.0 GPM
DLFC #C 10.0 GPM
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Control Valve Parts List

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com
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Power Head Exploded View
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Power Head Parts List
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Trouble Shooting
Issue
A. Unit fails to initiate a
regeneration cycle.

B. Water is hard.

Possible Cause
1. No power supply.
2. Defective circuit board.
3. Power failure.
4. Defective meter.
1. By-pass valve open.
2. Out of salt or salt level below water level.
3. Plugged injector / screen.
4. Flow of water blocked to brine tank.
5. Hard water in hot water tank.
6. Leak between valve and central tube.
7. Internal valve leak.

C. Salt use is high.
D. Low water pressure.

E. Resin in drain line.

8. Reserve capacity setting too low.
9. Not enough capacity.
1. Refill time is too high.
2. Defective flow control.
1. Iron or scale build up in line feeding unit.
2. Iron build up inside valve or tank.
3. Inlet of control plugged due to foreign
material.
4. Deteriorated resin. (Maybe caused from
high chlorine or chloramines.)
1. Air in water system.

2. Incorrect drain line flow control (DLFC)
button.
F. Too much water in brine 1. Plugged injector or screen.
tank.
2. Valve not regenerating.
3. Foreign material in brine valve.
4. Unit not drawing brine.
G. Unit fails to draw brine. 1. Drain line flow control is plugged.
2. Injector or screen is plugged.
3. Inlet pressure too low.
4. Internal valve leak.
5. Safety valve closed.
6. Vacuum leak in brine line.

H. Valve continuously
cycles.
I. Flow to drain
continuously.

J. Valve makes beeping
sound.

7. Drain line has kink in it or is blocked.
1. Defective position sensor PCB.
1. Valve settings incorrect.
2. Foreign material in control valve.
3. Internal leak.
4. Piston is stuck in position. Motor may have
failed or gears have jammed or disengaged.
1. The piston has not advanced to the next
cycle position properly.

Possible Solution
Check electrical service, fuse, etc.
Replace faulty parts.
Reset time of day.
Replace turbine meter.
Close by-pass valve.
Add salt to tank.
Clean parts.
Check brine tank refill rate.
Repeat flushing of hot water tank required.
Check if central tube is cracked or o-ring is
damaged. Replace faulty parts.
Replace valve seals, spacer, and piston
assembly.
Increase reserve capacity.
Increase salt dosage.
Check refill time setting.
Replace.
Clean pipes.
Clean control and add resin cleaner to clean
bed. Increase regeneration frequency.
Remove piston and clean control valve.
Re-bed unit. Consider adding carbon pretreatment.
Check well system for proper air eliminator
control.
Check for proper flow rate.
Clean parts.
Replace circuit board, motor, or control.
Clean parts.
Check for vacuum leak in brine line
connections.
Clean parts.
Clean parts.
Increase pressure to 25 PSI.
Replace seals, spacers, and piston assembly.
Check for leak in brine line connections.
Replace safety float assembly.
Check for leak in brine line connections.
Tighten all connections.
Check drain line.
Replace faulty parts.
Check valve settings.
Clean control.
Replace seals, spacers, and piston assembly.
Check for power to motor. Check for loose
wire. Check for jammed gears or gears
disengaged. Replace faulty parts.
Check for power to motor. Check for loose
wire. Check for jammed gears or gears
disengaged.
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WARRANTY
US Water Systems warrants that your new water conditioner is built of quality material and
workmanship. When properly installed and maintained, it will give years of trouble free service.

Ten Year Valve and Electronics Guarantee
US Water Systems will replace any part on the valve or electronics which fails within ten years
from date of manufacture, as indicated by the serial number, provided the failure is due to a defect in
material or workmanship. The only exception shall be when proof of purchase or installation is provided and then the warranty period shall be from the date thereof.

Life Time Warranty on
Resin, Mineral Tanks and Brine Tanks
US Water Systems will provide a replacement resin, mineral tank or brine tank to any original equipment purchaser in possession of the Fusion NLT softener that fails provided that the it is at all times
operated in accordance with specifications and not subject to freezing.

General Provisions
US Water Systems assumes no responsibility for consequential damage, labor or expense incurred as a result of
a defect or for failure to meet the terms of these guarantees because of circumstances beyond our control. Installation workmanship failure is not covered under warranty. Damage caused by environmental conditions such
as, lightening strikes, humidity or heat will not be covered under warranty.
These warranties are in lieu of all other warranties expressed or implied, and we do not authorize any person to
assume for us any other obligation on the sale of this water conditioner. No responsibility is assumed for delays
or failure to meet these warranties caused by strike, government regulations or other circumstances beyond the
control of US WATER SYSTEMS, INC..
TO OBTAIN WARRANTY SERVICE, CALL OR WRITE: US WATER SYSTEMS, INC. 1209 COUNTRY CLUB ROAD INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46234 (317) 271-8600. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF FITNESS OR MERCHANTABILITY ARE
LIMITED TO THE TERMS OF THIS EXPRESSED WARRANTY AND THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES WHICH
EXTEND BEYOND THOSE HEREIN. US WATER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATIONS OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS
WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.
THIS WARRANTY MAY BE TRANSFRRED TO A SUBSEQUENT
OWNER WITH WRITTEN APPROVAL OF US WATER AND PAYMENT OF STANDARD TRANSFER FEE.

Fusion NLT is a product of US Water Systems.

Visit us online at www.USWaterSystems.com
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